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Johnny Depp and Tim Burton join forces again in a big-screen adaptation of Stephen Sondheim's

award-winning musical thriller Sweeney Todd.Depp stars as the Demon Barber of Fleet Street,

joined by Helena Bonham Carter as Mrs. Lovett, Sweeney's amorous accomplice, who creates

diabolical meat pies... The cast also includes Alan Rickman,Timothy Spall and Sacha Baron

Cohen.Produced in close co-operation with Tim Burton and the production team, this lavish, full

colour hardcover official companion volume to the film will include a Foreword by Tim Burton, over

200 photos, concept drawings and production designs, extracts from the screenplay and interviews

with the cast and crew.
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â€œI can't wait to see Depp's Demon Barber of Fleet Street. This is going to be classic!â€• â€” Harry

Knowles, Ainâ€™t It Cool News

MARK SALISBURY is the former editor of Britain's top-selling movie magazine, Empire, and author

of a number of movie books, often in collaboration with Tim Burton, including Planet of the Apes,

Tim Burtonâ€™s Corpse Bride: An Invitation to the Wedding and Burton on Burton.

I loved Sweeney Todd, such as Tim Burton's other movies, i'm a big fan of his work and everything

he do. This is one of my favourite film from him, so i was glad to found this book here for that price.

This is a beautiful movie companion for the film, there are many interesting behind the scene facts



and pictures in it about the movie making process, plus interviews with the actors and much more...

Everyone who loved the movie, this is a must buy! I bought it as used, but it is in a really good

condition, just the cover damaged a bit, but i think the book was unread. And for that price, it was

the best buy for me.

It was something else to watch and it was another thing to see how the masterpiece was made. The

book goes over the characters, how the actors made the role, the music, sets, costumes and has

part of the original script. Plus, it gives great insight on Tim Burton and other artists' decisions into

developing the scenes, climax, music, and characters.The thing that makes this book is the

pictures. It's hysterical to see a laughing Sweeney sharing a joke with Tim Burton. Plus, you get to

see interesting behind the scene shots and the original set and costume designs. I'm very glad I

bought this book and I still look at it even though it has been almost half a year since the movie

came out. Five stars!

This is a must have companion book to the Tim Burton film. Wonderful photos. Truly a keepsake.

This a very nicely put together production book of the film. There are wonderful costume and set

detail photos. Also included are interviews with director, producers, cast and crew. Often times I

have been disappointed by the movie production book for a film but not this time around. It's

awesome!

Awesome

Sweeney Todd The Demon Barber Of Fleet Street Deluxe - Complete EditionI had to buy the

soundtrack, I couldn't get the wonderful music from this movie out of my head. From start to finish,

the soundtrack is amazing. If you loved the movie, I highly recommend purchasing the music- and it

comes with a beautiful booklet of photos, the complete lyrics, and a forward from Tim Burton.

I was very happy with the quality of the book, the packaging, and the speed at which it arrived in

Australia, at a very reasonable rate. Many thanks!

I would recommend this book for any fan of the Sweeney Todd film.For those interested in

filmmaking, there is a lot of behind-the-scenes information about the production. Here are some of



the topics included:Finding Sweeney Todd - casting Johnny Depp and his take on the title

role.Finding Mrs. Lovett - Helena Bonham Carter and her acting process.Finding the Look -

costumes, makeup, camera testsFinding a Supporting Cast - discussion about the supporting actors

such as Alan Rickman and Sacha Baron CohenMaking Music - writing the musical score for the film,

and the actors talk about singingNo Place Like London - discussion of the sets and locations

usedOf course, all of this is accompanied by gorgeous photos. There are plenty of photos of the

stars and the director on set, as well as sketches and concept art. Plus there are still images taken

directly from the movie. The images are striking, and fortunately there are plenty of them. I would

call this more of an art book than anything else - the text is interesting, but it's the pictures that make

this book worthwhile.
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